
Office 365 and Modern Authentication
Modern authentication uses an in-app browser to enable federated (and multifactor) scenarios in Office 365. This means Office 365 can be used 

 (IdPs) that are part of identity federations like with non-web clients when using a domain that is federated with SAML Identity Providers
SURFconext. For a compatibility list/list of clients that can authenticate via modern authentication, please see the Microsoft article "Updated 

".Office 365 modern authentication
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What is Modern Authentication?
Modern Authentication is the term used by Microsoft for a new sign-in procedure implemented by Office clients that uses an embedded web 
browser to acquire authorisation to access a user's online resources hosted in Office 365. It is based on OAuth2 access tokens.

Modern authentication is available in Office 2016 for OSX and Windows, and on mobile clients (Windows mobile, iOS, Android). On Windows, 
Office 2013 clients also have modern authentication implemented, but this is disabled by default. Modern authentication can only be enabled 

.through the registry

Security aspects
Although an improvement over the sign-in process that was used before modern authentication in which user credentials were routed through 
Microsoft servers (at least when accessing Exchange mail over IMAP), there are still some security-related issues with non-web access to Office 
365.   highlights what to look for for a secure login. This blog

Verifying the authenticity of the login page

The in-app browser does  show an address bar or "lock" as an indication to what site it is connecting. See screenshots below.not

Also on mobile clients (e.g. ), there is no way for a user to verify the identity of the https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/microsoft-word/id586447913
IdP. Even worse, the mobile interface seems to zoom in on username and password fields, making it harder to recognise the IdP login pages as 
visual clues like logos are no longer visible. See the screenshot below for an example.
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Organisations typically instruct their users on how to recognise phishing sites, and to verify the identity of the server they are authenticating to 
when asked to enter their password. For use with Microsoft's Office 365 clients, they should be explicitly instructed to make an exception for such 
clients. Note that signing in on clients in this way seems te be required only once (although we don't know yet how long the tokens are valid for).

Two-factor authentication

When logging in on a federated domain on a mobile platform, Microsoft's Authenticator is launched automatically. It is unclear why this happens, 
presumably it is incorrectly assumed that modern authentication is deployed because 2-factor authentication is enabled for that domain (a 
scenario where modern authentication is a requirement).

Non-password authentication

When authenticating at the IdP using an alternative authentication method, it may not be possible to sign in. This is due to the use of an 
embedded browser. For example, when authenticating using TLS client authentication, the client will not have access to the user's private key 
needed to authenticate to the server. A better approach would have been to use the system browser, which has additional usability benefits, such 
as integration with password managers.
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